Interactions of paraquat and triadimefon: behavioral and neurochemical effects.
Triadimefon (TDF), a triazole fungicide, and paraquat (PQ), a non-selective herbicide/dessicant, are both known to adversely impact brain dopaminergic function and are used in overlapping geographical areas of the US. Since "real world" situations indicate humans are exposed to a diverse mixture of chemicals, this study hypothesized that combined exposures to PQ+TDF could produce interactive effects by simultaneously attacking multiple target sites of dopamine systems. Thus, 10 mg/kg PQ (PQ10) and 25 or 50 mg/kg TDF (TDF25 and 50, respectively) were administered i.p. to male C57BL/6 mice, 2x per week for 12 weeks, either alone or in combination. Acutely, TDF50 increased horizontal and vertical activity with increased vertical activity still occurring 24h later, indicative of sustained behavioral sensitization. Acutely, PQ decreased horizontal but not vertical activity with a lack of residual effects at 24h. PQ prevented the increased levels of activity associated with TDF50. These interactions differed for horizontal and vertical activity, indicating their differential neurochemical mediation, and suggesting that they did not arise from simple additivity of PQ and TDF effects. Nor could the interactive effects be readily ascribed to corresponding neurochemical interactions, since all treatments generally increased levels of DA and metabolites acutely in striatum and were associated with general reductions in levels of DA and metabolites and turnover in striatum and frontal cortex 7 days after the final treatment. Thus, TDF and PQ both separately and through interactions may serve as environmental risk factors through different mechanisms for dopaminergically-mediated behavioral dysfunctions.